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Ritualizing the Size of Books
James W. Watts
Postscripts 9.2-3 (2019 [2013]), 104-13; reprinted in Miniature Books:
The Format and Function of Tiny Religious Texts, (ed. Kristina Myrvold
and Dorina Miller Parmenter; Sheffield: Equinox, 2019), 12-21.

The Iconic Books Project began its research in 2003 by collecting
a database of information and images of iconic books (see The
Iconic Books Project n.d.). An iconic book or text is one that is
revered as an object of value and power. Its iconic status may be
marked by its distinctive form or its typical use for collection,
display, or ritual manipulation. Our initial collection of images
already included many miniature books: miniature sutras,
miniature Bibles, miniature prayer books, miniature Qur’ans. They
came from around the world and from distant antiquity.
Books and other written texts usually draw our attention to
their verbal contents, but smaller-than-average books and nonstandard sizes of fonts, pages and bindings draw our attention to
the book’s material form. They make us focus on visual and tactile
aspects of books that we usually ignore. I suggest therefore that
size provides one means for ritualizing the iconic dimension of
books.
Last year, I moved to a different office in my university
department. This event forced me to pay attention to the different
sizes of books in my own collection. The shelves in my new office
can be adjusted to fit the height of the books. So placing books on
them required me to confront the relative merits of arranging them
strictly by author and topic or whether to shelve the oversized
volumes separately. Arranging them by size disrupts the semantic
order, but arranging them topically or alphabetically wastes
physical space. The material shape of my books resists my desire
to treat them only on the basis of their contents. Oversize books
call attention to their material form.
Miniature books are not usually designed for standard book
shelves so much as for boxes, bags, and pockets, even for belts and
chains. Like oversize books, the small format of miniatures both
exerts an attraction and generates resistance. Their small size
attracts us by evoking our fascination. But our fingers fumble with
their tiny pages and their small lettering and fonts can resist easy
reading, especially for those of us with presbyopia who have
increasing difficulty reading small type.
So, the different sizes of books are one of the most common
ways in which the materiality of books calls itself to our attention.
In this regard, books are both like and unlike other material
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objects. For example, giant statues and miniature figurines present
similar problems for practical manipulation and viewing. The
different sizes of works of art, however, are variations in the visual
mode of representation that is already part of their primary
purpose. They represent what they cannot reproduce. Claude LéviStrauss went so far as to argue that representational art is always a
form of miniaturization, in sensory range and scope if not always
in size. 1 Unlike art, however, many miniature books are, in fact,
reproductions of “the real thing,” just on a small scale. A
fundamental difference between a book and a work of art is that
any sufficiently detailed reproduction of a book becomes another
version of the book itself.
Like art works, we engage books visually and physically. I
term this mode of interacting with books their iconic dimension
(Watts 2006). We engage the iconic dimension whenever we
recognize an object as a written text because of the appearance of
its signs or because of its physical form as a scroll, codex, paper
envelope, or digital tablet, for example. But we also interact with
books through two other modes that usually overshadow their
iconic dimension. The writing on the pages of books can be turned
into language through mental and oral performance (its
performative dimension). And then the meaning of those words can
be interpreted (its semantic dimension). Books differ from works
of art and from most other material objects because of the
dominance of their performative and semantic dimensions. 2 It is
these dimensions that usually receive our attention. The semantic
dimension of books particularly preoccupies the attention of
scholars.
The fact that miniature books contain written text allows
them to function like larger books as a basis for semantic
interpretation. But their small size resists our usual tendency to
1

Claude Lévi-Strauss argued that all works of art are miniatures, because
they are reductions of real experience in scale or sensation. “Being
smaller, the object as a whole seems less formidable. By being
quantitatively diminished, it seems to us qualitatively simplified. More
exactly, this quantitative transposition extends and diversifies our power
over a homologue of the thing, and by means of it the latter can be
grasped, assessed and apprehended at a glance. …The intrinsic value of a
small-scale model is that it compensates for the renunciation of sensible
dimensions by the acquisition of intelligible dimensions” (Lévi-Strauss
1966, 23, 24).
2
Art works do not usually contain writing that can be performed by
turning it into language. They can be interpreted semantically and that
interpretation can be ritualized, such as through religious icons. Written
texts encourage such a focus on interpretation even more than art, which
shares with writing a tendency to provoke semantic interpretation.
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reduce books to their semantic contents alone. Micrography and
miniature books remind us continually of our senses of sight and
touch. Unlike standard books, miniatures never let us forget that
reading requires both seeing and touching.
Miniature books function like small statuettes and miniature
pictures to attract our gaze and make us marvel at their skillful
workmanship. So miniatures attract our senses of sight and touch
quite apart from any attempt to read them. Their small size
stimulates our fascination with the process of their construction.
“How did they do that?” we ask ourselves as we try to read the
words and examine the stitching of the binding. More than
standard books, miniatures call our attention to the material
processes of writing or printing and of manufacturing the book.
Sustained attention to the material form of books and,
sometimes, to the processes of their production, are common ways
of ritualizing the iconic dimension of books. My use of the word
“ritualizing” is informed by ritual theorists who emphasize that
ritual is about process as much as form. Scholarly research has
therefore focused in recent decades on ways of “ritualizing” rather
than on the definitions and forms referred to by the noun, “ritual”
(Turner 1969; Grimes 1995, 91; Bell 1997, 72-83; Rappaport 1999,
36-37, 124-26).
Ritualizing anything or any activity inevitably calls attention
to the material form of that thing or the physical processes
involved in performing that activity. Ritualizing a book draws
attention to the material nature of that book: the look of its script or
typeface, the feel of its paper or parchment, the look and feel of its
binding. Publishers sometimes invest in elaborate decorations and
illustrations to draw attention to books’ material forms. They hope
in this way that their books will gain economic value as iconic or
even relic texts. Institutions that display rare and valuable books
also draw attention to their visible appearance and material
composition. That is partly because codex books are hard to
display: you can only show them closed with the binding visible
or, if open, only two facing pages at a time. In the display cases of
museums and libraries, books cannot function as they were made
to function: we cannot hold them in our hands, turning the pages
and scanning the text. Books are made to be manipulated, but
iconic display often interferes with using them that way. So
displays draw attention to their material form and visible features
instead.
For example, I recently had the opportunity to visit Dublin
and see the Book of Kells on display at Trinity College. The Book
of Kells is an illuminated Gospel from the eighth century. It is
famous for its detailed and whimsical illuminations and full-page
illustrations. Ireland claims it as a national treasure, and half-a-
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million tourists line up every year to see it. But visitors cannot see
very much of the book. The Book of Kells has been rebound in
four volumes. Two are displayed open at any given time, allowing
visitors to view four pages of its 340 folios, which measure only 33
by 25.5 centimeters (13 by 10 inches) each. Most modern readers
cannot read Latin, so they cannot read the few pages they are
allowed to see.
In order to enlarge the display of this medium-size book, the
gallery at Trinity College devotes three rooms to telling the story
of the Book of Kells. Wall-sized reproductions of its art surround
displays of the raw materials used to create its colorful inks.
Parchment strips hanging on racks invite visitors to touch them and
find out how the books’ pages feel. Visitors are impressed by the
number of cows butchered and flayed to create its pages (185
cows).
Though not usually quite so elaborate, other museums also
emphasize the physical qualities of the old and rare texts that they
display. Ritualized display draws attention to the material book,
because for most people reading that book is neither possible nor
particularly desirable.
These museum displays and activities ritualize the book as
something special. They contrast in almost every way with
“normal,” pragmatic uses of books. We read the words in most
books paying virtually no attention to their physical form and
materials. Standardization of the form and sizes of modern fonts,
such as Times New Roman 12 point, and of book bindings—
quartos, octavos—has the functional effect of making the material
book disappear while our minds immediately grasp its words (Plate
2010). Most books have become virtually “invisible” to readers
who focus all their attention on the meaning of the text.
Miniature books, on the other hand, call attention to their
material form routinely by virtue of their small size. They are
harder to manipulate than normal-sized books: opening them and
turning their pages requires care and attention. They are harder to
read, too, often requiring the use of magnifying lenses. Thus
miniaturization serves to ritualize books by drawing ongoing
attention to how they look and to their material shape. 3
3

Jonathan Z. Smith argued that ritualization is itself a form of
miniaturization: “Ritual activities are an exaggeration of everyday
activities, but an exaggeration that reduces rather than enlarges, that
clarifies by miniaturizating in order to achieve sharp focus. Collecting
their terms, ritual is the realm of the ‘little,’ the ‘petty,’ the ‘trivial.’ It is
the realm of ‘infinite distinctions’ and ‘micro-adjustments.’ Ritual is
primarily a matter not of nouns and verbs, but of qualifiers—of
adjectives and adverbs. Ritual precises ambiguities. … Ritual is ‘no big
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Ritualizing books by miniaturizing them usually symbolizes
different values than other ways of ritualizing books. In contrast to
ritualizing iconic texts by enlarging their size or by binding them
in expensive materials or by decorating them, miniatures
symbolize pragmatic ideals, especially portability and low
expense. They are also frequently mass produced. These pragmatic
values suit miniature books to a rhetoric of popularization: books
for the masses, books for the common people, books for soldiers,
books for women, books for children —all in contrast to larger
books implicitly intended for scholars, for religious communities,
for libraries, that is, for the elite. Miniatures therefore always
participate in a dichotomization of size in which small indicates
less important, less dominant, less public. However, within the
constraints of that social structure, they can also convey status: for
example, the child proud of “her books” that rival in number her
parents’ collection, or the Renaissance upper-class women carrying
expensively-illuminated Books of Hours, or the miniature
scriptures carried by members of minority religions or by low-rank
soldiers. Thus book miniatures index by their size distinctions of
public/private, of rank, of majority/minority religion, but within
those social categories, they convey legitimacy and prestige (see
Bromer and Edison 2007, 128, 133-40).
This common rhetoric about miniature books stands in
notable contrast with how they are often used. The use of miniature
books as amulets and their frequent production for that purpose
shows that small size also has ritual uses, though not so much for
public display as for private manipulation.
The production and use of miniature texts as amulets
provides our oldest and most pervasive evidence of miniature text
production worldwide. Examples date from ancient Egypt, ancient
Israel, early Judaism and Christianity, as well as most other
textualized religious traditions. Many people carried a miniature
book on their person, either hidden away as a private talisman or
displayed publicly to index their identity to others. Criticism for
using textual amulets is also quite old and wide-spread, and comes
predictably from orthodox interpreters of standard (and larger)
texts. The criticism frequently associates miniature books as
amulets both with religious outsiders and with insiders of lesser
status (Parmenter 2006, 177-79). For example, the fourth-century
Christian preacher, John Chrysostom, criticized Jewish “scribes
deal.’ The object of action that receives ritual attention is, more often
than not, commonplace” (Smith 1987, 194-195). So, while I am arguing
that the miniaturization of books, and maybe other things, is a means of
ritualization, Smith pointed out that ritualization is inevitably a form of
miniaturization too.
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and Pharisees” for wearing tifillin (phylacteries containing texts
from the Torah) and then added sarcastically that “many women
now wear the Gospels hung on their necks” (Canepa 2011, 80).
This association has led historians of Late Antiquity to debate
whether miniature scrolls and codices were produced specifically
for women or not (Haines-Eitzen 2012, 61-62; Luijendijk 2014,
51-56).
So on the one hand, rhetoric about miniature books can
celebrate them for popularizing literacy by making books
inexpensive and portable. Public gifts and displays of miniature
scriptures convey status and respect. On the other hand, rhetoric
about miniatures can stereotype their users as at best second-class
and possibly religiously or politically deviant in their private,
maybe secret, practices. Miniature books therefore can contribute
to the ritualization of the private sphere, of the feminine, of
childhood—and also of the magical. By their miniaturization,
amulets may define magic explicitly, if not semantically, as private
ritual practice in contrast to public rituals and to public religious
institutions. And notions of privacy frequently raise suspicions of
secrecy—that is of unorthodox religious and political practice.
This rhetoric points to the social consequences of ritualizing
miniature books. Ritualizing the iconic dimension of any book or
written text tends to enhance legitimacy: the book’s own
legitimacy and the legitimacy of the person or institution that
possesses the book and anyone who comes into contact with it.
Miniature books and texts facilitate private ritualization—at home
or while travelling, or constantly on one’s own body. The books’
small size allows such rituals to escape ecclesiastical or
governmental control more easily than most.
Thus miniature books enabled the ritualization of privacy
long before the public-private distinction became a prominent
feature of Western culture (e.g. Landes 2003). Of course, that is
true of how amulets function generally. They enable private
ritualization out of sight of others. Specifically textual amulets,
however, allow individuals to ritualize orthodox scriptures for
themselves. By manipulating the miniature scripture or part of
scripture, they claim its legitimacy. By doing so, they accept and
confirm their place within the social order legitimized by that text,
even and especially when their place is a subordinate one. They too
have access to the privileged text, if in a reduced size and format as
befits their station in life.
Control over the physical text, however, also enables its
ritualization in opposition to the established social order in one
way or another. That is, the legitimacy generated by ritualizing
miniature scriptures and other texts may inspire resistance to one’s
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subordinate status, and these acts may take place out of sight and
beyond the control of the authorities.
This potential can be actualized even in today’s modern
world, and frequently is. An example of such a conflict made news
in 2007. In this case, the textual amulet was a miniature not
because its text was small but because it was a small fragment of a
very large text. The Aleppo Codex is a ninth-century manuscript of
the whole Hebrew Bible. Historians regard it as one of the best
testimonies to the text of the Hebrew Bible. So it also serves to
legitimize the accuracy of Jewish and Christian scriptures. A fire in
the Aleppo synagogue in 1947 damaged the Codex which lost
almost all the pages of its Pentateuch. Israeli politicians and spies
worked secretly to bring the rest of the manuscript from Aleppo to
Jerusalem, where it is now displayed in the “Shrine of the Book”
as a national treasure. But some members of the Aleppo Jewish
community kept fragments of the Codex for themselves as amulets
and resisted all attempts by governments and museums to acquire
them. The Israeli newspaper, Haaretz, reported in November 2007
about one man who did so:
Sam Sabbagh salvaged the fragment from a burning
synagogue in Aleppo, Syria in 1947. … Sabbagh
believed the small piece of parchment was his good
luck charm for six decades. He was convinced that
thanks to the parchment, which he kept with him
always in a transparent plastic container, he had been
saved from riots in his hometown of Aleppo during
Israel's War of Independence, and he had managed to
immigrate from Syria to the United States in 1968 and
start a new life in Brooklyn and make a living (Pfeffer
2007).
Only after Sabbagh’s death in 2005 was the fragment donated to an
Israeli museum to be reunited with the Aleppo Codex. So
communities ranging from local congregations to nations gain
legitimacy from owning and displaying relic texts like the Aleppo
Codex and the Book of Kells, while individuals try to keep them
for themselves because they offer them prestige, legitimacy, and/or
a sense of private protection.
Miniature books and other kinds of miniature texts lend
themselves to a range of private uses. These uses raise the value of
possessing them. Miniatures are therefore eminently collectible by
private individuals. Indeed, much of the published scholarship on
miniatures depends heavily on private collections and the catalogs
of auction houses (e.g. Bondy 1981; Bromer and Edison 2007).
That is because displaying miniature books exacerbates because of
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their small size all the difficulties associated with displaying books
in museums and libraries. On the other hand, for private collectors
their small size provides practical advantages while the privacy of
the collection overcomes some of the difficulties involved in
public display of iconic books. Miniatures require smaller
containers for display and storage than other books. In many
periods of history, miniature books were generally cheaper than
other books, though some were exceptionally luxurious. Because
they own the books themselves, private collectors are free to
manipulate them whenever and however they wish, and can grant
that right to their guests. Miniatures therefore have clear
advantages for privately ritualizing the possession and
manipulation of iconic books.
To sum up: Like other ways of ritualizing iconic texts,
miniatures attract our attention to their material form through
fascination with technique. This fascination with production
represents one way of ritualizing a book: miniaturization ritualizes
its physical dimensions. However, like other kinds of ritualization,
ritualizing miniatures has social consequences. Because miniatures
are often more practical for individuals, miniatures can index
private life and religion more than public institutions. While big
books index social empowerment, miniatures index relative levels
of social disempowerment along lines of age, wealth, gender, rank,
and minority status. But within those social structures, their status
as books, even books of scripture, provides relative legitimacy.
They legitimize their owners’ identity—sometimes even their elite
positions—within their relatively disempowered position in the
social structure.
However, their private use also permits their secret use to
legitimize counter-cultural status and personal empowerment,
sometimes even resistance by carrying “magical” book amulets or
secret books banned by the public authorities. Miniatures can
therefore become subversive, because by ritualizing privacy they
also carve out a sphere of textual secrecy. So the defenders of
orthodoxy and social order often imagine that miniatures are a
threat to the public sphere.
All this makes me wonder if digital texts represent our age’s
form of miniature book. Digitization has certainly made it possible
to fit a great deal of text in very small spaces. It has even mystified
the process with rhetoric of putting it all “in the cloud.”
Digitization extends the rhetoric of portability and convenience
associated traditionally with miniature books. Tech companies
have monetized our fascination with the forms and techniques of
miniaturization, now even promising quantum computing at the
sub-atomic scale.
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But digitization has also brought concerns about privacy and
secrecy into public debate. It has sparked clashes between
powerful social forces, setting the security agencies of nation states
over against the economic power of the computer tech industry.
These conflicts have dispersed “the cloud” by drawing attention to
the infrastructure of massive computer servers around the world
that support the internet, as well as to the miniaturized laptops and
phones with which we access it.
Security concerns focus on e-mails and text messages more
than published books. Nevertheless, like religious scriptures,
digital texts exist in the tension between immaterial “virtual” texts,
expensive institutional infrastructure, and miniatures manipulated
by billions of people every day. Their conflicting interests get
crystalized in discussions of security, privacy, and secrecy, just as
discussions about textual amulets focused attention on the same
issues hundreds and thousands of years ago. And the new
technology also serves clearly talismanic purposes, from the
ubiquitous status symbol of the iPhone to high-tech amulets
targeted at more differentiated markets, such as microscopically
inscribed scriptures on jewelry.
By raising such issues, miniature texts today as always draw
our attention to the physical forms of written texts. In this way,
miniatures continually undermine the efforts of theologians,
philosophers, literati, and futurists to keep attention on the
immaterial semantic meaning of texts alone.
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